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spring of 1977, Dr. Clifford Adelman, Associate

ctor-of Academic Project Development, asked me to assist in th

iation of the Entering Freshman Topology program in terms of

fectiveness in providing useful information about students at William

rson College. I-was also asked to design an information gathering

system for the College whi h would permit the faculty and administration

to use student data for lo ipudinal comparisons far cacti entering

student celharte:nd across-cohortsiemtering in different years and pe-

haps at:differe institutions. The system was to include a rationale

for the collection of various kinds gf information from` students and a

specification of the kinds of instruments which might be used.

This report summarizes the findings from the evaluation 'of the EFT

program end lays out the pa rameters of a new system for the collection

of data. It should be noted at the outset that because of the transi-

- tional st t of the College, the profile of st to drawn from EFT

faculty and from other data on hand must, be viewed with caution. The

data represent information about students entering in the year 1976.

When the State of New Jersey changed its mandate to the-College in 1977;

reducing the number of entering students to be admitted, admissions

tandard - almost exclusively SAT cut-off scores were dramatically

incr:

charaoer of the classes likely to be admitted in- future years.,

drawing of the profile is helpful, nevertheless, in calling attention

to the kinds of data needed but not presen ly available.

Thus, the profile drawn herein may not correspond to the

It should be noted that this project has.a somewhat larger focus

th4n simply a report on students and a plan to gather information about



them in the future._ In the past at WPC -- in many colleges

today -- admisdions policy wad developed for the purpose of selecting

'those students who have the,maximum likelihood of taking advantage of

a college whose missioLand personnel have been independently determined.

For example,' in!most private colleges, admissions persons try to find

high school seniors who will be mast likely to succe

and in post-
_

colleges are screened to assure that their orientations and values con-

form with `those of the college in terms of the objectives of under,

ate education'. The college then comes to have a reputation which is-

at the- college

uate years. The faculty who are recruited to these

perpetuated over long periods of time by the faculty.

With the advent of mass higher education, ,a new clientele has

demanded access to college. Typically, these new kinds of students

hal% parents who did not attend college. For financial and other reasons'

they also tend to apply to colleges which are geographically proximate..

They do not,, in other words, either have the opportunity or wish to

avail themselves of the opportunity to select from among many colleges

with different\images and with diffement educational objectives. More

dainly, they are "stuck" with the limited variety of local colleges.:

The burden of proof of the educational validity of college offerings i_

thus no longer on admissions offices to find the "right" students -- those

who will best succeed in a given college environment (though of course:

selectivity within the more homogeneous applicants is still necessary

and d eirable to effect. the best fit). It is on the colleges themselves,

parV.cularly the state colleges, to determine what'kinds of curriculum,

extra-curriculum, pedagogy and "climate" are most apeppriate to their



fl

ientele. The, corollary is also _tis necessary that

existing faculty skills in addressing the needs .of these new students

be upgraded and that the image and mission of the college be clear so

that recruitment of new faculty Can proceed accordingly. In .other words,

state colleges need to consider (and reconsider frequently), the ways in

which they are serving their given student constituencies. It is this

thought which guided the design of a student data management information

system for William Paterson College.

Plan of the Report

iThe Report is in three parts. The

entering William Paterson College d-

t is a profile of the tudens

vallable data. The second

is the delineation of the plan for future data collection. This is

supplemented by an appendix with references to the instrumentation

suggested in the Report. The last section outlines a program for imple-

mentation of-the system, including a plan. for' the training of faculty

and adminiitraters in the use of the system.

Part I - The Entering Student Profile

Frequently, becauSe of the decentralized nature of college an

university administration,'he amount and nature of information avail-

able about student is not known. Nor the data collected centrally

for overall analysis. At the outset of this project, I asked Dr.

Adelman hether it would be possible to do "inventory" of existing

data collection efforts and to pull together whatever summaries of those

data were available. He was good enough to do so, and the findings in

this RePort thus drawn from the following sources



1976 StUdant information Form, Cooperative Ins tu-

tional Research Program
EFT Questionnaire (adapted from Jeff Coons)
ErT ?acuity Meeting Minutes
Media Use Questionnaire
FUSE PrOpoail

ollowe is-an.interprative summary of'data from these sources.
A'

I have' deliberately made rather broad interpretations ofthe data --

st- the meanings somewhat. There are two reasons for this.

First, an analysis by someone outside of the College can, and usually

is, different from one which is - performed by a person or person immersed

in the data and the activities of the College. My outsider perspective

-permits ma to see the data in a different light.' In some Cases, because

I am no close to the situation, I may have overdraWn an inference, but

I prefer to risk, erring on the side of- over - interpretation, leaVing to

those on campus the modification of that view. The second reason for

free or loose interpretation comes out of necessity. There are insuffi-

cient data to form valid inferences. Indeed, one of the purposes of the

project is to recommend new data so

)gape in the above student data requirea looser

hope

It will become evident that

terpr_tation than I

will be the case when a new syste m is in- .place. /7

In the entering class of 197 autio

p.eve thatat the outset. First, there is dome*

samples from which the data wen

eason

collected are not .representative

class as a whole For example, only 760

1-*
fo4n, though the _

stud

class is consi_arab

Mot of the part -tip- "students,

know the direction Of the bias

fewer marginal appl

of the

completed the CIR?

than this t 1300.

1
e:among the non-respondents. We do

Typically; fewer

decideds:



and those with greater liberal-left leanings tend not*to fill Cut

questionnaires. On the other hand, part-time students, usually from

. lovOir socio-economic classes, tend to- more conservative, Hence, the

yais muat be guarded on these' counts. Furthermore, the lection

la for EFT participants apparently excluded students commuting

from more distant places. As a'result, both the responses to the EFT

questionnaire and the percept ons of faculty in the EFT program will

necessarily be biased. It is likely that those' who make 'the commitment

to commute from greater distances are different in a number of ya

e.g. they are probably moreHputonomous than others. 0 rpr_-

0

tation of the data must proceed cautiously% of thetential bias.

Finally, I should add a word about the e for

tionally refra

I as

iris profiJ)04, I inten-

-om present 1- lists of figures in ?tabular form.

at the reade of porttave access to thee raw deter

Acularly the CIR.?. printouts and are reaspnably familiar

can be. What I have one is to highlight important

he.ciatai calling at snti8n tOras ts which may bear on

sr, pedago

erns the..kqk'

1 or other educktional policy. A last caution

nal nos: when comparing WPC freshmen with

14-year colleges

latter group must

foie coun'ry, the enormous differences among the

be recognized. WPC is Itate-supported, Eastern, with

about 8-9000 students, ost all local. Included in the norms arse such

dtyerse kinds o colleges ds private, small sectarian schools and very
t

large, residential, publ colleges ,which are less than ten years old.

As will be. seen in the R ommendations section below, I have some doubts

about the s -itability of the CIRP Fo/Im for WPC use, unless better compara-

tive e obtained.
44



Freshmen

The vast majority of freshmen come directly from high school

at the age of 18 or 19, a pattern fairly typical of college going around

the country. As many as six percent of the male freshmen, however,

Interrupted their studies before entering college. If this proportion

obtained for previous years, these students may represent either a special

group of undergraduates to,which attention varlet be paid or an unusual

resource in an undgradte population (which may

traditional prescribed patterns of behavior

tend to conform to more

The freshman class is predominantly Caucasian (91.9%). The per-

centage of Black Neg Af -American students attending (4.9%) does not

match the percen of college-age young people in the region who might

attend college and is less than half of the national average 1.3%)

These data raise questions about thelrelationships between the College's

local community obligations and the desirable m of students from more

distant locations.

,Because almost all of the students (93%) come from homes less than

fifty miles from the campus, family backgrounds and characteristics tend

to reflect the patterns in the local communities. Average family income

is approxlmately,W,000 About le% of the families take in less than

$10,000 annually, 27% earn from $10-15,000, another 37% from $15-25,000,

12% report $25-35,000, while about have incomes in excess of $35,000.

0)
.

Though research has shown that student reports of parental income are not

accurate, especially for incomes above $25,000, we can assume that the

bias is random and that the distribution is reasonably correct. These

data lect a somewhat less affluent student population than is indicated
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nationally. Again, it Should be noted that thee data do not inc1

mum, on most of the part -time students at WPC who may be expected to

come from lower income families, since the part - timers are usually

working. Haire, it is,likely that the average income is lower than

$18,000.

Student responses to the questionnaire indicated that their
0

religious preference differed insignificantly from that of their parents..

Almost two-thirds of the mothers and fathers of the students were Roman

Catholic, and almost three - fifths of the students were Roman Catholic.

The parents of entering freshmen at WPC are less well educated than

parents in the ACE norms, with 38.4% of the fathers of students at

Paterson having some college experience, if not an undergraduate and /or

ate degree. This compares with 51.7% across the country. Inter-

estingly, the main difference seems to be in the percentage of fathers

with. graduate degrees (6.6% vs 15.4%). A similar disparity between the

College and national norms exists for mothers of entering freshmen. It

seems clear from these data that for almost two-thirds of the families of

freshmen, the student entering colle.ge is probably the first generation

to be exposed directly to a college education.

Forty-three percent of'the mothers of entering freshmen are either

homemakers (33%) or unemployed, about the same as national averages. A

little dyer a third of the fathers are businessmen (35%), somewhat more

than the norm (30%); 13% are skilled workers, again a bit more than the

norm (10%). No men in the new class have fathers who are doctors or

dentists, a surprising figure when compared with the national norm of 3%

Fathers who are in other professional fields are also underrepresented
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among the parents: of students at WPC. ner example, the WPC perdintage

of fathers employed in education fields is less than half of the national

norm (2.6% ve 5.4%) lort law, the figures al: _ for WPC and .6% el -

where. The absence of professional, odels at home accounts In p for

the distribution of expected occupations among the students. One indi-

cation is that the percentages of students at WPC indicating plats to

pursue medical or law degrees are about one quarter and one half the

tional averages respectively. The replication here is that there may

be some need in the curriculum for introducing the professions to the

students in ways which enable them to modify their occupational self-

concepts to include professional roles.

William Paterson College SAT cut -off scores are comparable to those

of Fairleigh-Dickinson, Montclair State, Ramapo and Rutgers (Newark

more so, with the changes in the last year. Seventy-six percent of WPC

students applied for admission to one or more other colleges, compared to

65% at institutions tonally. Accep ances at other colleges are

approximately equal to national figures, although the numbers of students

accepted at four or more colleges is considerably less than elsewhere

(6.9% vs 11.2%). For 75% of the WPC studentsio WPC was their first choice

college (76% nationally). These data do not lend themselves to answers

to the, question of selectivity. It is difficult to tell, for example,

how many students are mg.king the decision on the basis of proper infor

oration, how many say it is their first choice because they have not con-

sidered other possibilities sufficiently, and how many have been forced

by financial umstances "settle" for WPC_p.nd thus choose i

first choice for unfor easons.

It
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Academic qualifications of enteric students are sixsd. About one

third of the entering class had average high school grades of El+ or

bettor, another third had B averages, and the final third B- or less.

For comparable institutions, almost half 47% had high school averages

of 134- or sore. Another way of looking at academic performance is through

k. Two thirds of the entering class graduated in the top 40% _ c

their classes 27% in the top fifth. Only in the lowest two

fifths. thirds of the verbikl SAT scores were Jin. the 350 -`00 range,

and about 50 of the math SAT scores were in that range. The important

pedagogical and curricula_ Implications from these data arise out of con-

sidertions of "mix"-of cl The more heterogeneous a class In

academic capacity, the more difficult it is to ofrer all students maximum

learn. On the other hand, too much homogeneity restrictsopportun

the important peer learning whiClh comes from 'conflicting values and orien-

tations.

High school succe of course, importantly affects educational

career objectives and plans. Aspirations are governed in part by the

students' en±- of their manifest and latent competencies as they come

perceive them primarily through prior educational experiences. WPC fresh-

men evaluated their preparat i"cf. in history and the social sciences as much

better than in other subjects. Their evaluaticraf their high school

courses refircts also, needless to say their o

performs well, one often tends

but to the effects of others.-

These data may be incorrect.

pebencies -- if one

only to one's own effo

surprising to find many

proposal where this fires
are given, t;°* percen - add to 1C.
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Students expecting to major in applied social s once fielOs at WPC.-

Nineteen percent will major in business, 2% in education, and another

10% in the social sciences -- a total of 93%. Ttiraly. percent intend
,

to sa jor in the sciences or math, 1 5% in the human i ties, 7% in health

profess' (nursing), h the nder scattered in other fields.

Ultimate occupational goals of WTC students vary considerably from

the national norms. 1Businen n is nn aim of 3l% of the males (vs 20% for

the nation), and 12% wish to 1e in the fine or perforving arts %).

Only 2.6% of the men aspire dentists compared with 8.7%

other fou r -year colleges, and only ). i plan to pursue legal care

an to 7.2% elsewh Freshmen women differ somewhat from
fi

the national norms, with planning elementary education careers

pared to 11% in other for-year colleges. This reflects, of Courser the

liability of the credential through WPC, but ottser local colleges also

offer the education degree. The strong cu orm of having women

pare for a "nafe" career in education -- "just in case" may be

Operating here, an to a problem for the college of changing this

Image some blat especially in the face of declining opportunities for

employment in the field. indeed,

education majors (vs

very good that

Occupatic_

of vP: would-be

onally) estimate that their chances are

spill finl a jch in their preferred field.

are

fron the SIR net ;nderst,L--.1

their curri-1:-171 1:11

c_ be LrlfeL

fi

m .5everal Ye

-- t ;lc

o pernonal iven. Data

chs In 7:cllege tcward

rinti's. A- !hieverl °.t hives

:f must freshn



American terms. Two thirds want to be authorities in their fields; a

little less than half want to obtain recognition from colleagues; over

third want to be successful in their own businesses. 'Half would be

very well off financially, and almost a third want administrative

respOnsibilitY. PA:terns of achievement drive in academics or arts

alSo parallel national patterns (though self-assessed-achievement drive

is slightly below national norms). Sixteen percent want to achieve in

a performing art, 10% hope they will contribute to'science, 17-18%

to write original works or create artistic work.

William Paterson students have about the same orientations toward

social and political activities as do their national counterparts. They

have relatively little interest in influencing the political structure

(13%), though they would like to inXuence social values (31%) and to

participate in community action (33%), somewhat more than students else-

where (but the percentages are still relatively low ). Fifty-nine Tercent

estimate that the chances were very good that they would vote in the

November presidential election -- about the same as nationally. Political

leanings of freshmen are Slightly more liberal than those at other insti-

tutions, a bit unusual considering the religious and socio-economic back-

grounds of these students. When asked about a variety of attitudes

toward contemporary issues, WPC students come out about average -- 85%

feel the government is not controlling pollution, 78% say it'is,not pro

tecting the consumer., 79% feel it should discourage energy -use, etc.

A measure of the homogeneity and heterogeneity of opinions on

critical issues is useful in planning curricular offerings. There seems

to be a strong consensus on the following matters (more than 75% or



fehear than 2 of the students agreeing strongly or 0 hat: pollution

control, consumer rights, energy use, job equality, taxing the wealthy

more. On areas of campus politics, agreement was found in attitudes

toward regulation of off-campus student life, abolishing college grades,

college rights to ban speakers, and using the same performance standards

regardless of open admissions. Opinion was mixed 401-60 agreement) on

the following issues:- discouraging large families, sex without love,

marijuana, individual's potential to influence society, student appreci-

ation of college if they had to pay more, and student rights to ban

speakers. Differences in attitudes are found when the majors are com-

pared; particularly between nursing students and those majoring in the

natural sciences..

Women consider keeping up with political affairs not as important

as do +women elsewhere (24% vs 41% ) . As with' most other students, WPC

freshmen want to help others in diffidulty (68% consider this essential

or very important). Developing a philosophy of life is a strong

objective for WPC studentS, again, in line with national averages.

Some other differences between WPC figures and national norms broken

down by sex are worth repolLing here. WPC men seem more anxious to have

administrative responsibility (42% vs 35%) and less likely to consider

developing a philosophy of.life as important (56% vs 60%).

Given these objectives in life and career, what expectations do

WPC students have for college in general and William Paterson College

in particular? Here the CIRP form confuses two sources of motivation

why attend college in general and what instrumental value college has

once the decision to attend has been made. Also, the questions on the



form tend to be biased in 'socially desirable" ways -- i.e., subtly

constraining students to respond in ways that they think are "right."

Moreover, the prime general source of pressure to attend college reported

in recent research -- the percentage c high school peers who

attending -- is not present on the questiol aire. Nevertheless, it is

possible to discern some patterns g the responses.

Not being able to find a jq and not having anything better to do

were least important among the reasons for attending, while parental

pressure was considered as very important by about a quarter -- slightly

less than the national averages at 31%. (A caution must be' entered in

interpreting parental desires as contrary to the students' own wishes.

Some students probably wanted to go-for other reasons and found their

parents' 4ishes as,confirming.) The remaining "instrumental" reasons

for going to college from which students could choose in the question-

naire can be divided into vocational, social and educational personal

development. Nearly two thirds of the freshmen indicated that college

was important for them in getting a better job,* and half believed that

college was very important f r them to make more money. Thirty-six

percent consider college as important.in preparation for graduate

school. Over half (52.5%) plan to pursue advanced degrees after

receiving their Bachelor's degree. This compares with 63% nationally,

both figures being much higher than the percentages_ which will actually

attend graduate schools. Freshmen, needlesstto say, have idealistic

ambitions which they have yet to test either in the competition of

* The questionnaire is unclear as to whether the student views the
B.A. degree or the skills which are acquired as the instrumental
factor.
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college or work. However unrealistic, such aims and ideals must by

dealt with sensitively in the formative college years, particularly
4

when students first enter. The sorting out of interests, the discovery

of competencies and the management of emerging personal and vocational

identities all are part of- h e responsibility of educators through

curricular design, pedagogy and counseling.

About half of the entering student body as freshmen acknowledge

planning to use colleg as a means of meeting new and interesting people

(more women -- 5 than men 7- 43%, both slightly less than the

national averages), Since WPC students are largely commuters, they will

tend to' see familiar faces both at the College and will retain hometown

friendships rather than form new ones. Such a recourse to the safe and

comfortable does little to develop students' interpersonal skills nor to

expose students to new values and ideas.

Among the reasons for decid, o go t\ college which received

highest priority among freshmen C as well as nationally "to

learn more about things that interest me" (73%), a common though cherished

predisposition among entering students which needs to be very carefully

nuiqured. Others include gaining a general education and appreciation

of ideas (64 %), again:revealing healthy propensities which can forestall

premature foreclosure of vocational decisions under proper curricular and

extracurricular management of campus academic regulations and informal

norms. Becoming a more cultured person was very important to roughly

40% of the respondents. One suspects that the wording of'the question

may have disuaded some from choosing this option. The printout gives no

data about the numbers of students who have,answered "somewhat important"



to the question./ This illustrates what is a general and important

shortcoming of the ACE questionnaire -- the lack of distribution data

on each question. !We know only the rcen s of responses to one

category -- (.g., "very important."

The n to improve reading and study skills was considered a very

important reason for attending college by only a third of the freshmen.

Here again/, the nature of the printout data prevents effective use of

the ails e to.this question. It would-be informative,' for example, to.
cf_

be able o identify these particular students more, precisely -- eir

other attitudes and bac -o'und characteristics -- in order better to

1'

design an educational environment to meet their special needs.

GiVen the four most important reasons offered by WPC entrants for

gbing to college: to learn more 'about things that interest me, to be

able to get a better job, to gain a general education and an appreciation

of ideas, and to meet new and interesting people, what is .there specifi-

cally abotit William Paterson College itself which was of particular

appeal? Pour reasons

(not nec ssarily the s

ere checked 'by about a quarter of the students

e quarter, of course): This college has a very

(26%, this college offers special educationalgood academic reputation

program

at hom

(26%), this

(24%). Only

(A friend .suggested

most telling aspect

norm In other fo

college has low tuition (24%), and I wanted to live

one other of the total of twelve possible responses

attending -- 14%) received more than 9%. Perhaps the

of these statistics is the variation from national

e--7
r -year colleges, reputation was very important for,

50% of the students, low tuition for 12% (the norms include private

colleges, it should be membered), and desire to live at home for 8%.



These data would seem to confirm the impression that,many-students

attend the College either without knowledge of its reputation, without

conce it, or in spite of it. The data in the CIRP do not reveal

this breaIdcwn, but the data would be most useful in understanding the

variety of sent expectations of the environment.

In addition, the wide distribution of choices selecte4 as very

Important reasons for attending speaks to the diversity of kinds of

students at WPC, to their needs and to the complexity,of the problem of

designing a suitable educational environment. Some clues as to the

manner in which student. preferences are distributed in the freshman

class are revealed by a breakdown of reasons using "expected major" as

a classification. Among nursing majors, reputation (chosen by 43%)

special program availability (37%) were the most frequent responses.

Social science majors, oA the other hand, chose WPC becaUse they wanted

live at home (21 %), low tuition (26 %), academic reputation (2b %), on

advice of someone who had attended (20%), and because of special programs

(18%). Among education majors, the most important reasons were special

program availability (48%) academic reputation (36%) -- a response

pattelu not unlike that of nursing majors. Business majors, too, were

moderately attracted by WPC's reputation (26%), but the major reason.cited

was the desire to live at home (30%)`, with low tuition (22%) and special

program availability (20%) also relatively important. Natural science

majors chose WPC because they wanted to live at home 27%) and because of

low tuition (24%). Other reasons considered very important 'Ilia group

were all less than 16%. Fine arts majors were attracted by the reputation

of the college (21 %) and by its special program (23% ) . They also want to



live at hoMe Two reasons were important to humanities mere

the reputation of the college aidand its row tuition. In sum, it wl

appear from these data that for nursing, eduCatiow,and perhaps fine arts

majors, the special' "program and reputation of the college were very

important reasons for aesubstantlal number of students, but, impot.tantly,

still a relatively small minority. For the other majors, lbw tuition

ihd the opportunity to remain at home were SiMificant factors. Aga

however, only a small minority. of students (usually lesa tharVa thiid

checked this category as very important. These data reveal, then,

unfortunately very little about the strengths of the College. No one

feature (from among those few denoted in, the 4ue_ _e.ire) seems to- Piave

been responsible for attracting a predominant number of atuden Yfhe

questionnaire is limited also by the reaponse categories offered he

student (very, somewhat or) not important),- the InstrucUldh that/ the

student give

(

we to' each question and the printout which then gives

us only the "very important" response perdentages., -We probably _uldnot

know what "somewhat important" meant to different students in shy case,

since for

for other

bit.,

some it tight mean just a bit less than very important,'"

it, would mean "only" somewhat important just a little

All freshmen at the start of college have some wor eies about their

capacities to compete in what they expect to be a much more r °rola*
00

academic environment with peers-of greater intellectual ability and driVe.

Confidence in academic ability among entering students-at WPC varies cone-

siderably by field of ,expected major, though in general the percentage of,

men who rate themselves above average is less than national norms 48% Ars
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science major .4Fractically_lo students expect to fail a course, while

10% estimate #their chances are very good that they 411 graduate with

honors (th b y d knew the honors requirement8 ) . About

two fifths, the s dents A., least a "B" average, usually

without tutoring (except for natu scieace majors of whom almost 9% admit
. I N'

they will probably neddP a.ome help,

1ectt abilities fall natibna'i
,

ates of their intel-
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abovt average (vs 47% elsewhere). Only 70% estimate that the char

are very goodthat th4y will obtain a bachelor's degree, compared to 75%

for other colleges. Business majors are least confident on this score

(640. These figures are difficult to reconcile with other trait self-

4.

1"m-tea such as 'the iiik lihood of dropping out (less than 1%)

Academic self-confidence is related, of course, to general feelings

7elf-worth. These attitudes are tapped by a number of questions in

theCIRI° questionnaire. In general, William Paterson freshmen see them.-

:selves as having slightly less leadership ability than the national

average, but they rate themselves as about. equally attractive physically,

abo qually popular and with average social self-confidence. Only 6%

of the students estimate the chances a;r very good that they will seek

individual counseling on personal problems. Others (the data are not

given in the printout) may have indicated that there was "some chance."

or
Doubtless-also there are many who have some difficulty admitting to

themselves that they may need counseling, and there are others for whom

counseling will become a greater need as they grow and develop through

the college molar_ It would be useful to know to whom these students

turned in years past,for help in personal problems in order better to

plan counseling resources for them while in college.

Social and natural science 'ors estimate the chances that they will

transfer to another college as higher than other WPC students 14 and 16%

respectively), but for the College as a whole the figures are much lower

than national averages (7.3% vs 114.2%). Their plans to persist at WPC

are somewhat at variance with their estimation of the chances that they

will be satisfied with the Cc lege 43% vt; tit-% r 1011411 Indoo , with
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ing majors (5), small -oritie

students expect to be satisfied (low figures include, for exam- only

18% of the women.in the social sciences, 33 of the males In education,

33% of 46 males in business, 29% of the women in natural sciences, and

32% of the men in fine and perform arts). To a considerable extent

these data confirm the reasons for selecting WPC college -- programs vs

low tuition and nearness to home. The incoming proclivity of students tot

be dissatisfied with college is a major problem for any institution. At

WPC it can be dealt with imaginatively for educational purposes. Creating

a diversity of options for choice of curriculum and pedagogy is one way.

For example, estimations by students of the likelihood of changes in major

and changes in career appear in line with national averages, though con-

siderable variation occurs by expected major. Almost a quarter of the

male social science majors and female natural science majors strongly

expect t e majors. _y other students will want to change but will

have diffi y dealing with the decision. The College can do much toward

smoothing ese transitions so as to ease the psychological burdeh on

students.

Some self - appraised personal qualities of entering students may be

of interest'to faculty who wish tosmake appropriate changes in their

styles of teaching. Freshmen about to enter WPC say they are cheerful

(65%), not defensive 0%), original (1 3%) , not sensitive to criticism

(24%), not stubborn (34%) and understanding of others (72%). These are

fairly well in line with n it7 onal eve -ages.

Finally, patterns of phrail support for college Gduc1tic)ri indicated

by entering WP: student:.; ,;17u :

use which may be useful

or! A

vel appropriate educational environments.
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WPC students appear to be less dependent on loans and grants to pay

for their first year's education than do their national counterparts.

For e p e only 3.'6% of WPC students will have support from federally

guaranteed student loan programs vs 8.4% for students at comparable

institutions. While support from private grants appears at about the

national average, this is due 1- gely to the fact that nearly 16% of the

nursing students and 11% of the education majors erpec ancial aid in

this manner. Fully a third of the entering student body expects to

receive no support from parents or family (42% of the mussing piajors and

24% of education major-

freshmen

Somewhere between a quarter rd of

11 use personal savings of from $l -$999 to support themselves

in the first year of school. Support from fUll-time work will be avail-

able to of ,ta while a little more than half (53%) will earn

funds through part-time employment (national norm: 49%). Unfortunately,

it is difficult from these ftguses to determine the potential impact

adequate or inadequate financing on WPC college students. Because most

students live at home, there may be relatively little cause for financial

distress. Yet the EFT questionnaire seems to indicate a concern over

part-time jobs. We can not tell from the CIRP questionnaire whether part-
.-

time jobs are considered essential or whether they are intended to provide

the kind of financial flexibility which makes college life a bit more

pleasant (clothing, automobile, vacation trips, etc.).

It is dif cult to summr ize these findings, and it may not be

functional to do sr Different potential users on campus may Interpret

aspects of the profile rit,ly. The data themselves are, of r nur.

neutral. They do riot point ter Luffy one approach to the education

t
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epproprist f is found to meet particular student body needs. We test

the limits, in other words, of students' cognitive abilities and psycholog7

ical dispositions and then pitch our educational message to reach the most

students to maximum advantage.

-at this description of typical practice is valid comes out of a

reasonably exhaustive search of the literature on the subject and an assid-

uous effort to uncover more sophisticated approaches around the country.

I contacted many colleagues involved in the testing profession, wrote to

agencies which publish tests for college students, talked with persons at

national associations who might be in touch with new developments in the

field, and; finally, conducted a small survey of the big ten schools, the

ivy league schools, and several other selected colleges and universities.

None of these efforts proved fruitful, though beginning efforts in these

directions were discovered (see Appendix A).

There are several reasons why the state of the art is so undeveloped.

The clearest is that most faculty and administrators have no formal back-

ground in the area of student data use. indeed, are they familiar

with the now voluminous literature on college students -- on the research

revealing their common problems, orientations, objectives, needs, disposi-

tions, behaviors, learning styles. This ii\notto deny that faculty and

administrators know a great C-al about their students. It is just', as

above, that they have a different kind of knoWledge which.they.put to use

in different ways.

;

The problem is compounded when one considers the variety of objectives

of undergraduate education that are held by the staff in a college. Some

adhere to age-honored tenets of liberal education some to,vocational rel-

\

evance; some to a philosophy which makes cognitive ioncerns predominant,
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others to one which says that personal growth is all important; some to a

conception of teaching and curriculum which makes "coverage" of the basics

a primary concern, others to d notion that a few things known well will lead

ultimately to breadth at a later time. The kinds of student data felt to be

needed by each of these different kinds of faculty and administrators are

themselves quite different. What is crucial to one-person may be totally

irrelevant to another. Perhaps more important, however, is the fact that

few faculty and administrators have brought to the level of consciounsness

the connections between their privately cherished educational _bjectives,

most cotmonly held in somewhat ineffable form, and the kinds of information

which might be useful to them in their efforts to achieve those objectives.

For example, it is rare to find an instructor in a sociology class with

strong affective objectives. for his or her students who would know what to

do with information about the affective condition of entering students.

When Dr. Adelman and I asked for some discussion of these matters at a

meeting of the EFT instructors in May of this year, we found faculty rela-

tively unprepared to deal with the issues. With some exceptions, they could

not imagine what kinds of data might be helpful to them in the conduct of

their classes. It should, of course, be noted that they -had little time

to think about the problem and that many creative answers might be forth-

coming after some deliberation. In talking!with other non-academic staff,

LI found a stiliar lack of knowledge (and in some cases, interest)`.

A "needs assessment" through questionnaires to potential users, there-

fore, was viewed as probably not a workable method for determining what the

data needs were at various points in the College. It became necessary,

consequently, to make some judgments independently about the kinds of data

which might be most useful to both faculty and administrators who might
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have a variety. of possible educational philosophies and objectives. made

the assumption, furthermore, that it would be better to design a comprehen-

sive, sophisticated system now, with the hope that through a number of

facul(ty and staff development efforts, the system could be made eventually

to serve efficiently and effectively. While on the one hand, I was con-

cerned in the development df the system for matching precise position needs

with proper data-, I also was aware of the dangers of reductionism. The

"whole student," to borrow the cliche, must be known, and that wholeness

may not become evident simply through the sum of the discrete parts. Hence,

I have included in the recommended data collection design arnumber of meas-

ures which have no immediate apparent utility. The measures may yield

general characterizations of "typical" students or very specialized data

which may be relevant in some as yet undetermined way. It is likely that

creative faculty and administrators will extract from these more broad data

bases portraits of their students which can be used imaginatively'in

ulum design, pedagogy, and non-academic administration.

THE CLASSIFICATION OF USERS AND VARIABLES

Four categories of potential users of student data

sioned:

Teaching faculty

were envi-

Academic administrators (chairpersons, deans, academic.vice-
president)

Non-academic middle management (registrar, admissions director,
financial aid officer, institutional research officer, develop-
ment/public relations director, student personnel staff, others)

Top management (president, staff)

For each of these positions, a gross task or role analysis was performed

so that the major dimensions of the activities of the incumbents could be



comprehended. For example, an analysis of the teaching ryle resulted in

some six major variables Which are available to the faculty member as he/

she makes decisions about teaching. These are described more fully below,

but for purposes of illustration, these are (1) content, (2) classroom

format/structure, (3) non-instructor-centered'out7of-class activities and

structure (homework, other assignments, field o k), (4) instructor - centered

out-of7class teaching-related activities and structure, (5) evaluation modes,

and (6) personal style:

a number of different

relevant in the degree

The next step

classroom climate. For each of these variables,

kinds of information about entering students are

hich they bear on cognitive and affective growth.

in the procedure was to identify kinds of potentially rele-

va student data. Finally, a search was made of nationally published or

widely used data collection instruments, and these were examined for suit-

ability in measuring the variables. One or several were selected if appro-

priate; if not, a recommendation was made that a locally designed instru-

ment be developed. A similar analysis was performed for each of the other

three categories of users. In the next several sections, each user category

is discussed.

USES OF STUDENT DATA BY TEACIING BY TEACHING FACULTY

As noted above, there are six closely related aspects of the learning

environment which the instructor can manipulate to fit the learning styles

and needs of students. Falling into two general but connected categories --

content - structural and instructor-interaction, these are:,

Content - Structural

1. Content -- the subject matter, sequence, and pace of the
material offered



2. Classroom Format/Structure -- the mix among alternative
teaching styles, including lecturing, discussion
sessions, computer-assisted instruction, audio;
visual presentations, self-paced learning

Non-Instructor-Centered Out-of-Class Activities and
Structure -- homework assigned, fieldwork, out-
of-class peer meetings related to course

Instructor-Student InteractionInstructor - Student__

4. Instructor-Centered Out-of-Class-Activities and Structure
-- meetings with individual students and groups of
students related, both to course work and non-
course related matters

Evaluation Modes -- kinds of formative and _ve
evaluation

Personal Style: Classroom Climate -- the style of
interaction between instructor and students and
among students, including didactic. vs. evocative
modes, warmth and concern vs. coolness and dis-
tance, and personal visibility/role modeling vs.
low-key profile stance

Curricular Constraints

Choices of specifics within each of these aspects must, of course, be

governed not only by the characteristics of the students in the particular

course, but by the likely patterns of course-taking before and after. It

would not be appropriate, for example, for the instructor in the entry

level physics course to assume a completely open curriculum (i.e., without

a "necessary" content cOverage) if the instructor in the course following

ezpected a certain level of comprehension, competence and readiness for

students entering the more advanced course. Nor, conversely, does it make

sense ta have a highly structured syllabus for the first course, if objec-

tives for subsequent courses are not linked to it indeed, if curricular

objectives for the undergraduate student throughout the four years do not

require it.
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Learning Theory and Educational-Goals

The criteria for choice of data which may be relevant to these instructs

tor controlable aspects of the learning environment are also determined by

rather complex and as yet competing theories of student learning. For

example, if the instructor believes in "behavior modification," he/she

will require different kinds of data from that needed by a cognitive theoriist

following a "mapping" model, and from yet another instructor assuming more

connections between cognitive learning styles and emotional and affective

growth through various stages and consequences. The choice of data thought

to be pertinent to an individual instructor is also determined by the

instructor's educational ideology or objectives/goals vis-a-vis students.

Those believing, for example, that college education is for students who

can achieve at least at minimum standards differ from those who believe that

students who have been disadvantaged emotionally and intellectually by the

culture, f or other circumstances require special treatment.

It is not the intention of this report to sort out for the instructor

which particular learning theory or/and set of objectives are appropriate

to him or her, nor to identify what kinds of data are to be used, given a

choice of instructional style (though future staff development efforts

should be oriented in this direction -- see Recommendations section below).

Rather, the report suggests kinds of data which in general may be relevant

to a variety of theories and objectives. Presented below, therefore, are

the six learning aspects again and the kinds of data which might be rele-

vant, as well as specific instruments which can be used to collect the data.

Insert Exhibit I about here
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EXHIBIT I
Student Data Relevant to Six Aspects of the Faculty/Student Learning

Environment and Names of Instruments Which
Me Be d to Collect Needed Data

IAINDAWAsPact

content - Structural

Subject matter

Classroom format.-

Out-of _ is

(non-instr,)

Instructor-Studant
Interaction__

Out-of-Class
(instr.)

Evaluation Modes

Personal Style

Relevant Entering_Preshm Date Inetrents

016

D2

CognUivo learning etyle
Intellectual diepeeitinne
Practical/theoretical orientations
Thinking/reasoning capacity
Value otientations
Extracurricular interests
Vocational aims
Expected major
Tolerance for complexity/ambiguity
Knowledge of material on entrance
Intereet in material

Preferred instructional styles
Previous format experience
Achievement drive
Group/interpersonal skills/coeds
Introversion /extroversion disposieion

Autonomy needa/atrength
Reasons for attending college
expectations

Past homework load tolerance
Study habit patterns
Family support/home' environments
Other time commitments
Proximity to peers
Campus environment
Feet interaction pa
Expectations

Orientation to authority
Need for academic counseling
Need for personal counseling
Need for vocational counseling
Stage of developmental owth
Expectations

Test-taking anxiety_
Writing skills
Oral skills
Evaluation preferences
Anxiety about competence
Cognitive feedback needs
Affective feedback needs

Need for models
Need for authority
General anxiety level

P1, Cl, C5, 011, 018, 019, 020
P1.-P5, CIO
PI, D4
P2, P3;134
P3, PIO C6, C7 05, 06, 07. 08, 011,
03, 06, 07, 08, 016, 020
C10, Cli, 02, 09, 011, 016, 020
03, 016 4

P1, P7, C6
019, G2, G7, 08, Gll
C3, C4, 016

P2, Cl, C3, _ C8, 03, 01fry 020.
05, 016
P2, P5, Cl, 09, 016
P2, P3, P4, P10. 016
P1, P11, 09, 011
06, 09
06. 010, 013. 016, 021
01, 04, 05, 012, 014

016. 51 -4

016
016
01, 014, 015, 018, 020

04, 05, 014

PI, C8, 09
03, G3 -13, Dl, S1-4
P2, P6, P9, 09, 011, 012, 016, Cl, DI,
016, 019, GI
012
014

C9
G3, C5, C6, G7, G8, 09, CIO, G12

Cl, 016
P9, 09
128

P8, Pll $

PI, P8, 011
Pl. P9, C9
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shoultUbeiclsat from} the exhibi

or collecting some of the desired

that a, number of instrumants exist

4hile none exist fora. few. In

thee.. latter cases, the Col may have to design its own. A choice olf

particular instruments where there art several is given in the Recommenda-

4
time section below. '

USES OF STUDENT DATA BY C ERSONS DEALS AND ACADEMIC VIC P_

the mapping of the doiains of college instruction IS still ih a

relatively undeveloped state, the ordered investigation' of the roles and

responsibilities of academic officers on college'ind university campuses

remains even less adequately charted. The literature does seem to support

the notion that the following activities occupy most of the time of the

three kinds of officers, though there is variation among them:

Developing Institutional Philosophies, Goals, Priorities
Planning New Curricular Offerings
Planning Future Staffing Patterns
EValuating Existing Programs
Recruiting Faculty
Evaluating Faculty for Promotion and Tenure
Budgeting, Dispensing Funds, Accounting for Funds
Maintaining Faculty Relations and Morale
Attending to Inter-Unit Relations (below, same level and above) .

Research Grant Administration
Non-Academic, Extra - curricular Program Integration
Reporting to Superiors -.2

Conducting Public Relations, General Fund Raising, Ceremonial
Functions

Formulating Administrative Policy
Faculty Development (progams and counseling)
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Clearly, student data are not relevant to all of the above functions.

There are, however, a number of academic responsibilities for which

student data are very much needed. These are suggested in Exhibit II.

Insert Exhibit about here

Many of the data relevant to academic decision-making by deans, depart-

molt chairmen and the academic vice-president are similar to those required

by faculty in the classroom nce, in most cases the same instruments

can be used to collect the data. Accessing the computer student data

file will require the writing of several programs so that the data can

be made available in the aggregate forms most useful to the decision-

maker. For example, the chairman of the department of sociology will

periodically require a variety of data both about majors in his department

as well as about students.

It should be clear that when decisions are made by academic staff

about programs and other curricular matters, it is necessary to abstract

from the specifi'c' measures or data to form judgments about groups of

:cants. Thus, in Exhibit II, the phrase "sub- cultural breakdown" occurs.

What I mean here is that just as the individual faculty member can iden-

fy sub-groups within a particular class which require differential

treatment, so also department chairman or dean will want to discriminate

sub-groups among the undergraduate population as a whole. In that way,1

he can better address the needs of those groups. The composition of the

groups can be determined through eomputer-assisted analysis of mudti-

variate data. Many different variables obtained from entering students

can be analyzed simultaneously and groups of students with similar profiles



Exhibit II

Student Data Relevant to the Learning Environment Am It Affects end
Is Affected by_ Academic_Adminiatrstore

attar Role V 40100 Administrator Action Relevant Entering Freshmen Data Instrumentsuencie

Planning law Curri- Integration of course., old and new
cular Offerings

Experimental courses -- number and vai

Remedial rout'

Probable Freshmen echieveeents G7, G14
Probable majors WI. W2

y Tolerance for cooplexity/embigu y P1, P7, C6
Interegt In material -C3. Ca,

number and variety Knowledge of material on entrance G3 - , DI, S1-4

Planning sections of large

Developing mate- Distribution requirements
tutional Philos-
ophies Sequencing of courses, programs

_s Sub-cultural breakdown of student
body

Breadth of knowledge /skills 018, 019

Cognitive learning 'style

Class sire See Exhibit I --

Clare mix -- mein- n n-majore; under-

PI, Cl, C5, 011, 018
0y, 020

ormat -

Introversion/extroversion die- PI, P11, 09, 011
class/upperclae position

Objectives of each course (instructor
and college)

Objectives of majogr (instru
department, college)

Reasons for attending college 06, 010, 013, 016, 021

Reasons for attending col
Vocational aims

Objectives of undcrgradaute education Reasons for attending
(college)

Drop -out and Iran

Evaluating Faculty Student evaluations of faculty

Student evaluations of courses

t.

udent self - evaluations -- cognitive/
affective

at tonal aims

06,_010, 013, 016, 021
016, 019, GI

06, 010, 013, 016,
016, 019, GI

Plane and plan certainty 06
Readiness/capacity to take 06
advantage of college

Expectations of college, cl se- 01

room
Preferred instructionalestyle P2, Cl, C3, C4, C8,

03, 016, 020

Expectations of college, class- See Note Appendix A,
room Index.

Preferred instructional style See above.

Reasons for attending college

Student achieve-ent -- cognitive Knowledge of material on entrace

Student achieve -- affective

Recruiting Faculty Faculty "mix" to fir student "mix"

Student/parent demands f- ecial

above.

Affective states on entrance P1 -ll, 09, 0 1, 012

Sub-cultural breakdown of
student body

Family backgrounds, education, 06, 08, 016
curriculum expectations

Faculty Development Student expectations of tiC CO r

Conducting Public See under institutiona1
Relations

Non-Academic. Extra- (See under
curricular Program-
ing

institutional functions.)

NOTE: Most of the variables influencing aca odmin
sources, such as statistics on changes in ma! ot,

Preferred instructional styles See above.

Sub-cultural breakdown
student body

must be supp. enfed with 1.,on itudinal data from other
transfers in transfers out, et,



can be identified. Their needs can then be selectively addressed. Note

that it is not necessary that the students themselves meet formally or

y--
even be identified individually (pbough in some cases, this might be

helpful It is important only to arrange programs such that their needs

collectively can be more selectively met. In still other words, using

student data to create identifiable sub-cultures removes the danger of

treating the entering freshman class as a monolith. The process of locat-

ing sub-cultures through use of a computer requires some programmtng skill

and takes time. Initially, academic administrators can use the data

and create the sub-cultures intuitively. When the sub - culture computer

program has been written and tested, it can then be applied to the data

for each entering freshman class.

USES OF STUDENT DATA FOR INSTITUTIONAL FUNCTIONS

Student data are presently used by a number of non-academic adminis-

trative officers. The following are among them:

Registrar
Admissions Director.
Financial Aid Officer
Institutional Research Officer
Development/Public Relations Director
Vice-President or Dean of Student Services
Learning Resources Head (Librarian, A/V Head, etc.)

The data are gathered in large part through separate efforts, and deci-

sions are commonly made on the basis of the data collected by each office.

While I have not discussed student data needs with each of these officers,

I have in Exhibit III suggested a number of variables with which such

officers are typically concerned and have indicated ;i student data
t

relevant to their concerns and the instruments needed to collect them.

In rap cases, these data would regularly be collected for use Vy, other



to these persons.
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but wo d'be formatted differently in the repo_

Insert Exhibit III about here

W@ti@ .WWWW. . WWW

USES OF STUDENT DATA BY TOP MANAGEMENT

Th president and his staff are likel, to n_

following general purposes:

Interinstitutional relat -ns consortia
Town-gown relations
Institutional growth and development

tudent data

made

the

general, the president will be concerned with the development of a dis-

inctive institution whose values are widely and strongly held by members

of the institutional community. The establishment or such institutional

distinctiveness permits a consensus on educational philosophy, institutional

goals and policies and practices. Much the same as a person who has a

clear sense of his own identity can dekrelins strong workable relationships

with others, so also institutions must determine what they are and can and

want to be. Student data relevant to these concerns and to the purposes

noted above have to do with the differentiation of functions of -Ileges

in a particular region and the necessity to provide opportunities for any

would-be college student to find A campus which is most suitable to his

or her dispositions, academic and vocational interests. Through coopera-

tive arrangements institutions which have carved out particular realms of

expertise can exchange students and _acuity to provide compiaementary

academic services.
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Usistrat

Student *.levant to the lobe of Various
NOn- Aci4emic Administratore

VasldbLei Enter

Class time scheduling Piece of residence; coammtind

4000 aseignments rspected melorl COUr4O Plans

Adviser 6061E6646u

AdDlOsi004 Director academie qua

o-

me

Cultural mix; oclo- dconoe lc mix

Geographic mix

Image of college -- *Mac one.
detractions

RRpeetid maim,: Interests

r
Predictors C success

WI

W2, 06

02, 01. 06.
014, GI, Cl

G2-G1A, 01e. We

Tamil, backgrounds; ethnic balance 06, 016

Place of residence; family residence

Expectations 06, 014. 015. _

Yield Other collese coneiderfd, applied
to. accepted

Non-collage option.

06

ncisl Aid Needs for ftnaineial assistance Family and personal re ourees 06

icor Veteran status; minority category W2

Institutional
Research Officer

Costo/SCH by malor, scho1. ll
level, etc.

Expected melor; course p ans

Clad' sire eapneure for freshmen Expected Weir; course plane 62

MEG1S requi Monts Enrollments. ethnic data W2

Stifle reporting requirements Enrollment., ethnic data W2

DeeelOpMentiPublic individual students with special merit.
Relations Officer achievements, talents

Studer
Staff

Special high school honor., achieve-
cents

Class composition/mix Composite p

Parents f jixfInction wealth lo,-,11 power Family background

tspecrstionsImage of college

ervI,ex Ex ra-urri.:u

Personal counseling

Learning Resoureee Book
Staff

ramMing

1 use

Referen,:r and r03,11,g

:n r -r.-r

Interests in intellectual, isl
end physical activities

Personality dienrder 9roelivtties ,

Per nality change /growth transition
evidence

Media habits

r -1e prefere-1 04

016. 021

015. 017,
01S, 021

-55

018.
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The clear identification of the character of the applicant pool to

William Paterson College will help establish the domains of institutional

distinctiveness which it needs and toward which it should aim, As noted

la liar. the young persons who apply to state colleges age regionally

bound and have relatively lass to choose from among ducatio Opportuni-

ties. If1 therefore, there era special qualities the student body and

the campus which can be doter-mined through the collection of student data,

a somewhat greater number of discrete choices will be made possible.
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part III - Summary :d Recommendation

Any system for anticipating the needs of entering students d for

monitoring their progress in these days of limited funds and of de nds

for accountability must be efficient. With unlimited time and fund

everx,faculty member could be asked to interview every student, or/an a

trained corps of skillful interviewers and test developer/administrato s

could be hired. A profile could then be drawn which was deep, sensitiv

and hopefully insightful. But funds are limited, faculty time is scarce

and faculty and student interests in expending huge amounts of energy in

this kind of exchange are absent. What must be substituted instead is a

careful sampling of the kinds of information of potential interest and an

equally selective sampling of the students (lest they be so burdened with

questionnaires that the data produced are biased and suspect).

When the present modes of collecting data from students at William

Paterson College are evaluated as a whole, it would seem both that more

and better data could be obtained with somewhat less personal energy

expended. The Entering Freshman Topology program provided an extraordinary

opportunity for the College to discover something about its students and

about the capacity of the faculty to collect information about the student

body. my own judgment is that while the meetings of the EFT faculty were

extremely provocative and useful, the discussions served primarily as a

consciousness- raising exercise for the faculty participants and as a quite

valuable cross - disciplinary co- _nicatic! mechanism. Without question

the faculty will be much better teachers, and doubtless more complete

persons in their own terms, as a result of their experience. The college
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so benefit from the establishment of a more closely integrated

human community. not, of course, comment on the effectiveness

of the EFT program for the freshmen, but I look forward with some excite-

ment to the evaluations of the new FIPSE- funded enterprise beginning this

Fall-

My sense is that the faculty at William Paterson College, as at most

colleges, are not sufficiently knowledgeable about undergraduate student's

and'abOut learning theory tovbe able efficiently to extract useful infor-

mation about them in the process of designing and teaching an experimental

course. They are subject matter specialists with obvious concern for

students and with great empathy. They do learn about their students,

needless to say, and will use their learning in future course and pedago-

gical planning. But as a resource for gathering information systematically,

the exrloration of ideas and the exchange of information at the meetings

is somewhat less than it might be. This is not to say that faculty should

not be used as sources of information about students. Rather, it is to

suggest that- they need more structure and more instruction in what to

look for and what kinds of things to report.
(I

will have more to say on

this subject below.

As to the other data sources, I find them also useful, but lacking

in a number of ways. In Part I of this report, I noted several deficiencies,

in the CIRP questionnaire and printout. ambiguities in both have been

criticized in the literature*. In addition, comparative data from institu-

tions similar to WPC would be much better than the national norms on the

See, for example, Jonathan R. Warren, "Who Wants to Ledn What? Evaluation
With a Changing Clientele" in C. Robert Pace (ed.), "Evaluating Learning
and Teaching", New Directions for higher Education, Winter, 1973. No. 1.



printout. Fairleigh Dickinson, Montclair State and Ramapo, among others

in New Jersey, have participated in the CIRP program, and a cooperative

sharing enterprise with them would prove mutually beneficial. (For other

participants, see Appendix C.) It may be helpful in the meantime to use

the published norms in the annual publication of the American Council on ,

Education (The American Freshman) which gives data for different kinds

of institutions: public four-year colleges, Catholic four-year colleges,

C_-educational four -year colleges (omitting single sex colleges). Academic

reputation, for example, is a "very important" reason for selection of

college for higher percentage of students in Catholic, co-educational

four year colleges than at four year colleges in general (difference of

about 6%). With this information, the finding in Part I, that academic

reputation as a reason for students applying to WPC was so much lower

than national norms becomes even more striking.

The CIRP program of course, convenient if moderately expensive,

(at $150 plus $.50 per student plus mailing costs), in that the forms are

made available. by UCLA and are processed out there. At the very least,

if a decision to continue to use the CIBP is made, a tape of the data

should be purchased annually so that the available information can be

extracted in more meaningful forms a=d formatted for more efficient use

by different campus officers. The tn. e costs $35 plus $.03 per student.

Sent with the tape is full documentation and an SFSS computer program deck

of variable and value label cards. Student social security numbers are

included except where the student has forbidden it by checking a box on

the CIRP form. While a quarter of the WPC freshmen declined to have their

social security numbers transmitted on the tape (slightly higher than the

national averages), I believe that this percentage can be reduced through
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proper urging before the admin istration of the questionnaire. Having

the tape will permit sharing with other institutions. It will also allow

the data to be analyzed in ways which are difficult at present. Questions

which are related to one another are scattered throughout the questionnaire,

and it is a struggle to try to find the relationsiips among them (e.g., ques-

tion #29, political views, question #35, attitudes; question #24, trait

self-ratings regarding political liberalism/conservatism). Finally, social

security identification numbers will also permit linking CIRP data with

other student data files.

ere is some considerable support for the argument that all the re=

quired data need not be collected from admitted freshmen who plan to attend.

Certainly, the admissions form itself can be ,= expanded slightly to permit

the collection of data which could be used to understand the character

of those students who applied to the College, and were not accepted or

were accepted but then decided not to enter. The ACT service offers some

good advice on this count. Perhaps more important, much information about

the appropriateness of curriculum and pedagogy can be obtained from students

already on campus -- particularly those kinds of information which are not

affected by tudent growth and development. For example, there is no

special reason why certain kinds of background information about the student

can not be obtained from upperclassmen. For example, with espect to WPC's

overwhelmingly live-at-home student body, it would be useful to know the

number of older and younger siblings, number of persons liNing in the home,

persons with major disabilities or handicaps in the home, number of books in
V

parents' library, number of magazine subscriptions, etc. Asking these

* Of course, it may be decided that the variabl s in this particular example are
important enough to gather from each student. Other examples may be given,

however.
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kinds of data of upperclassmen will leave room on the entering student

questionnaire for questions which yield baseline data against which

comparisons can be made with data collected later in the student's

S

college experience. Upperclassmen can also respond to questions about

the campus environment with the data comparison with freshmen

expectations and images. Exhibit IV f llows, describes a model

of'a data collection system involving various constituencies in the pro-

(Insert Exhibit IV about here

The final decisions as to the nature of the student data file to

be established will depend as noted earlier, on the particular uses to
fi

which the data are put. If, for example, each faculty member wishes to

have specific data about each student in his/her class, then data

can be collected on entrance to the college and reproduced through the

computer by class each semester. ter, it may be that each facufty member

will want to collect the data from each class through questionnaires dis-
d

tributed at the start of each semester. This, of course, burdens both

student and faculty member, but it saves computer programming and processing

lame and expense. Some of the programming costs are one-time costs, how-

ever, and subsequent processing time will be minimal.

There are, in addition, certain kinds of data which are of potential

general use, but which may not be worth collecting from each student for
A

classroom use by each instructor. For example, it may not be of interest

to an instructor in chemistry to know the attitude of each student in

his/her class with regard to marijuana laws - The instructor may, on the

other hand, find it useful to know that for the College as whole or



Sample

Exhibit IV

Model of Student Data Collection S stem
-------

Collection

Number in Group Date of Instrument Administration_

1. Non-Admittees, Admittees Who Declined All Application Time

2. Entering Freshmen

Whole Class All Applicatfon time, summer

Sub-samples @75 Summer

Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors

Whole Class All Fall

Sub-samples X75 Fall

4. Faculty Teaching Freshmen All Mid-Fall

5. Student Personnel Staff

6 Others (e.g., parents)

Effectiveness Evaluation Data

1, Rising Sophomores

All Mid-Fall

Varied Periodically

All

2. Seniors All

Alumni/ae

Most recently graduated class 500

Graduated five years earlier 500

Graduated more than five years earlier Varieff

* Note that this includes only one dimension of institutional e

Summer between freshman and sophomore years

Spring of senior year

Late Fall, Spring

Spring

Periodic

tiveness - student growth and development'
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perhaps for majors in his Department if the course is an upper level

course -- that 58% of the students believe that "marijuana should be

40
legalized. "* Data of this nature can be obtained from relatively small

of the undergraduate or freshmen population. As few as 30 men

women selected under controlled random procedures are an adequate

enough sample to provide extremely reliable data. In addition, then,

to a general questionnaire to be administered to all students, as many

as twenty small sub-samples in the freshman class can be asked to complete

short (less than fifteen minute) surveys. As an example, the administra-
40

tion of a short -scale Vsychological inventory such as the Rotter Internal-

-aternal Locus of Control to a small sample might result in much valuable

data about the entire entering student body.

Survey research A only one way of obtaining information from a student

population, as the EFT project was designed to show. Interviews and

informal contacts with students permit more intensive, in depth discussions

which yield information about stud-nts which they may be reluctant tb reveal
4

in a questionnaire, or/and which the questionnaire preparers may not have

thought to ask. The problem is how gather such information efficiently

and how to make it available for general use. There are a number of ways

of doing this.

First, a set of broad questions** interest to decision-makers on

campus can be drawn up and distributed to all persons who have contact

with students. It is especially important that the list include college

counseling and advising staff and other student personnel staff. These

persons can be asked to complete the questionnaire at periodic intervals

Here again, incidentally, the CIRP question is confusing -- does it ask
about smoking or possession of large amounts?

4. About the entering freshman class
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during the year. Through a variation of a "Delphi technique( a method

of collecting and sharing information developed initially at the Rand

Institute), the data from the first round can be summarized and redistri-

buted to the on nal respondents. At that time, a request is made for

respondents to embellish the data and/or to disagree with the generali-

zations and to justify the reasons for any deviations from the consensus.

Modifications are then distributed once again until thereds general

agreement on the perceived reality. The second set of questions can be

administered to the group while the first is being processed. Not only

this a reasonable, way to collect information about students efficiently,

;;but it gives participants a sense of contributing meaningfully to the

data base on which important decisions are made. In some cases, it also

involves otherwise uninterested persons in thinking about educational

issues. This is not to say that this impO sonal form of distant communi-
.

cation should be substituted for EFT-type faculty discussions. It is

to argue for a more structured approach to gathering information from

those persons most intimately in contact with students.

An important variation on this approach is io use the data from

questionnaires obtained directly from students not only for decision-making

but for discussion purposes. With some exceptions, most faculty and

others can benefit from discussions about goals and objectives of under-

.)graduate education, about curriculum, pedagogy, and the natur of student

growth aid development. If the focus of these discussions is the data

obtained from students at WPC or about to enter it, the faculty will find

it more relevant to their current concerns. Instructional development

centers, or more broadly, faculty devPl,opment programs, have been growing

rapidly in the last several years, around the country especially with the



increasing problems of steady-state staffing afflicting most institutiods.

understand that there have been some shifts in enrollment patterns

at WPC which leave the Education faculty with a relatively high faculty /stu-

dent ratio, so I surmise that WPC has not been spared.) Such prdgrams make

use of recent literature in the area which might alert faculty toy changing

features of student bodies and to the dynamics of faculty - student exchanges

in today's colleges. I have_ ted in Appendix D a very short list of

books which cover these subjects.

Faculty and staff training shout __ be organized on a systematic,

ongoing basis. I was pleased to hear that the College has organized a

task group to think about the development of a management information system

using the student data base. I assume that the implementation of the system

will require the training of various decision-makers, including faculty, in

the use of the system. It is conceivable that Teachers College formally, on

its faculty informally, could help plan and partially staff a faculty and

staff development program. It would also be beneficial for members of the

WPC administration and faculty to visit other faculty development programs,

particularly those which are especially concerned with relating student data

to changes in curriculum and pedagogy. In Appendix B, I have listed

such enterprises in process around the country.

I turn now to the question of the setting up of a data collection and

gement information system at WPC. It is evident from the long lists

possible measures of each of the critical variables for the administrators

and faculty listed in Exhibits I, II and III that the choice of which instru-

ment in particular will be difficult. Indeed, it is my judgment that in

many cases parts of in otrumr nt; mw t. i rn extra integrated with othe
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The CIRP instrument and data processing probably should not be continued,

though I would like to see retained a fairly large number of questions

from the CIRP questionnaire. In part, this is because longitudinal data

should be available for comparison with data collected from early adminis-

trations of the CIPP instrument, and in part because a number of the ques-

tions are good ones. Furthermore, while regional consortia for data exchange

(or even statewide rlanning in this regard) would be better for data

comparison purposes, such, an possibility will not be realized until ome time

in the future. In the interim, the ACE norms are useful, even in the

aggregate form they n - take.

Because the decisions as to which instruments to use in the system

depend so much on the characterization of the tasks of each of the campus

decision makers and on judgments as to relevant student data, a final

statement as to which particular tests and -instruments, or parts thereof,

ought tZ*be used can not be made at this time. Prior to the final choic

it is necessary for various persons at the College to discuss this report

-d its recommendations. A small task group of potential ers might be

assembled for this pultpose. Iith the input and approval these persons,

an assessment package can be devised, and a number of discrete questionnaire

instruments drawn up. It will be helpful during this stage to involve' both

test and measurement professionals and computer programming personnel so

that the data collected are both, id and reliable and, equally important,

available when needed at minimum It Is also important that a larger

group of potential users be asked to participate in some way in the decisions

in order that implementation of the system at, be made with least

resistance, if not alaori
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I have refrained from giving atten in this report to the post-

freshmen testing phases of a longititudinal testing program. Measuring

t1e impact of college as a whole and of parts of it on students is a compli-

\ sated process involving many variables and contingencies. Inasmuch as at

least part of the effort to deve

\to identify alternative goals for

Coll e, it would be premature to lay ca0(he dimensions of a comprehensive

_le of entering freshmen is intended

eges such as William Paterson

evaluation program.

dents over time, but without goals which are determined in advance, only

possible, of course, to measure changes in stu-

post hoc validity can be attached to the connection between those changes

and planned educational goals. That is, the goals must be specified ahead

of time in order to Progress toward them in a scientific manner. Di s-

cussion of the freshman profile and of these recommendations will hopefully

contribute toward the definition of goals at William Paterson College.

To conclude this report, I should note that in the process of preparing

it I have had occasion to talk or be in written communication with a fairly

large number of persons around the country who are among the most advanced

thinkers in the area of assessment and evaluation- Virtually without excep-

tion, all indicated that the field in a stag infancy. Ffforts to

understand the connections between cognitive and affective learning in stu-

dents and between both and various aspects of a college environment have been

proceeding for many years. 1), teas about the goad: of education have also

echoed through c c llege oorrid -- over the years. Hut to date there has been

relatively no convfnef prar

about ente3ri ng student :I to prrwtftu d.

connect:; basel! ne. delta

A In the rlarroroom car in ?wad lir

mnnagement. 1 1. In the r,rro 40



pioneering activity tn this

is likely that with c-_ntinue,1 Y n-J1kP 'riti,a:
which will be important n,J:,t_ ny t: t- 7.ter cLI:eges

and universities at lar

enieav-r.



APPENDIX A

Testing Instruments Available

trtDEA

A search of the literature and of tests in use produced the instruments
most relevant to the task at hand listed on the following pages. They

fall into seven classes. The letter in parenthesis is the key to refer-
ences earlier in this report.

Kind of Instrument Number Referenced

Personality and Attitudes Scales (F) 12

Curricular and Pedagogical Style
Preferences (C)

Omnibus Instruments Measuring A Large
Number of Variables (0)

Placement, Guidance and Counseling
Instruments or Testing Programs (C)

Diagnostic Tests of Academic and
Personal Problems (D)

Study Habit Inventories (S)

WPC Instruments (W)

;rota

11

14

2

6

71

Not included in this survey instruments are the very numerous tests

of instructor eftectiveness, -luding, fur example, the Purdue Cafeteria

system. Most of theme instruments are rather imprecisely connected to
instructional improvement. I am continuing a search of the country for
more sophisticated student feedback devices which can be used by faculty,
and others for a variety oi purposes. The 1DKA system of the Center for
Faculty Evaluation and Development in Kansan offers a beginning in this

direct I but there 4 a number of othrs which seem more promising.



' RA ITT AND ATTITUDE SCALES (P)

Oma bus Per

4

nality Inventory

LIST OF INSTRUMENTS

Institution Where Develo ed or Pub shed Description

Psychological Corporation

Personal Orientation Inventory Educational and Industrial Testing

Service

I

Fourteen scales measuring

Thinking introversion

Theoretical orientation

Estheticism
1

Complexity

Autonomy

Religious orientation

Social extroversion

Impulse expression

Personal integration

Anxiety level

Altruism

Practical outlook

Masculinity-femininity

Response bias

One hundred fifty items yielding

scores on twelve scales:

Present-Future

Self-Other

Self-actualization Drive

Situationality

Awareness of Feelings

Spontaneity

Self-Regard

Self-Acceptance despite

weaknesses)

Nature of Man

Synergy

Acceptance of Aggression

Tendencies

Intimacy Capacity



Name of Instrument or Batter

Radicalism Conservatism Teat

Ruffian)

4. Social Desirability Scale

(Crowne & Marlowe

sonal Value Scales (Scott)

Anomie Test (Srole)

Institution Where Develo ed or Published Description

Fourteen, Likert-type item

designed to measure radicalise

conservatism in economic

opinion

Thirty-three items designed

to locate individuals who

describe themselves in favorable,

socially desirable terms in

order to achieve the approval

of others

Sim-item questionnaire

measuring college student

attitudes in the following

areas

Intellectualism

Kindness

Social skills

Loyalty

Academic achievement

Physical development

Status (leadership)

Honesty

'Religiousness

Self-Control

Creativity

Independence

Five-item test of individual a

generalized, pervasive sense of

Social malintegration



Nue of Inigu Kett m Institution Where Developed or Published Description

7. RAH Scale of Rigidity

()Laredo at el.)

8. Internal-External Locus of Control

9. 1PAT 8 Parallel Form Anxiety Batt

10. 1110-B

ers-BriggaType Indicator

0

12 isk-Tokin (Cogan & Wallach)

(Week° at al.)

y

NNE

Institute for Personality and

Ability Testing

Consulting sychologists Press, Inc.

Educational Testing Service

Teats attitudes revealing

resistance to or lack of

readiness to be influenced

by motivationally relevant

situation

Teilty-nine question scale

measuring degree to which

college students feel that

reward for effort is outside

of himself and may occur in-

dependent of hie own actions

Seven sub-tests analyse

susceptibility to annoyance,

lack of confidence in untried

skills, readiness to confess

to common faults, anxiety-

tension symptoms

A test of interpersonal rely-

tions orientation, Six scores

are produced: inciusiop,

trol, affection, (eliCh in

terms of exRfessed and want
T

.Yieldefour o-

versi s. introvra

sensationvq,intilition,

thinking va. feeling, judg-

41e vs*

4,

extra-

Twelve-item Cho

Dilemma tiestio(inafre



ICULA1 AND PEDAGOGICAL STYLE PREFERENCES (C)

pf Instrument or Batter/

Student Orientations Survey

2. Plough-Dressel Academic Experience

Institution Where Developed or Published Description

University of Delaware Profile of student orienta-

tions toward college re nature,

purpose and prone; of collage

education. Six RAW did

with curricular-blowing

perceptions:

Achievement (goelorientat

!gement learning (node

of Wm)
Assessment (mode of

evaluation)

Inquiry (style of interest

exploration)

Independent study

Interaction (student-fat.

shared planning)

Michigan State/Rochester Institute Sixty-two items, multiple

Questionnaire of Technology scale questionnaire on student

satisfaction with pedagogy,

curriculum and instructor

Orientation Inventory

College Evaluation Questionnaire

Consulting Psycholoii s Press

National Opinion Research Corporation

Twenty-seven statements of

at4tude or opinion /leading to

characterization of respondent

in terms of self-orientation,

interaction orientation or

task orientation. Used in

academic counseling

Questikinaire dealing largely

with curricular preferences and

pedagogical style preferences

0



011pitalltUr latteff

Clpitive Style Battery

I

Nineties Teat (Rokeach)

17

Statue Concern Scale

0

California F Scale (Adorno)

Intolerance of Ambiguity Test

(Budner)

10. Study of Values (AVL)

Institution Wher Developed _or Published Desclintim

Oakland Community College Press,

Oakland, Michigan

Developed by Dr. Joseph Hill

and tasted it a number of inl

stitutione under a PIPS/ grant.

Queltione teat alternative

learning styles

Forty-item scale to sea ura in-

dividual differences in openness

or closedness of belief systems

Measures attitudes toward status

and mobilityi.e.: the values

placed on symbols of status and

he attainment of higher statue

Thirty-item scale measuring

characteristics of an authori-

tarian or anti-democratic

personality; also latent pre-

judicial attitudes toward

minorities

Thirty-three item test asuring

the degree to which a person

tends to perceive ambiguous

situations as sources of threat

Assesses the relative i ortance

of six basic interests of per-

sonality motives (45 items)

Theoretical

Economic

Aesthetic

Social

Political

Religious,



11#4iold Indspendince/Dependence

(Witkin)

Educational Testing Service

(West Coast Office-Warren)

Two hundred itot questionnaire

"deterainins student paternncu

for student-centered vi. in-

structor- centered instruction

174



11)1GAVAIETY0iUSINUIOF KINDS OF VARIAJLES (3)

ill of Instrusent otjet_tery Institution Where Developed or Wished Dour P

University Environment and

Experience

lstionneire

3, Student Descriptive Questionnaire

UCLA Laboratory for Reeesrch on

Nigherlducation

lighty6five item questionnaire.

dolling with aspects of

/led/major

Student behavior

Student-faculty relationships

Student-administration rela-

tionships ,

Overall impressions of

campus

National Opinion Research Center, Multiple item test concerned

University of Chicago witht

Academic plans

GOON

Attitudes

Interests

College Entrance Examinstipn Board For -nine questiona about

student activities, interests,

plane and experiences. Also

asks student to report his/her

need for assistance in seven

areas and a self - rating in

fourteen skill/ability Areas.

College Board will give any

college an Admissions Testing

Program Report which integrates

8pq with SAT data



Name of Instrument or Battery Institution Where Developed or Published

4. College and University Environment

Scales

5. Student Questionnaire

Student Information Form

College, Student Survey

Educational Testing Service

Project on Institutional Renewal

American Council on Education/

Cooperative Institutional

Research Program

MRC, Inc. Iowa City, Iowa

(Developed at R&D Center, UCLA)

r

Description

Seven scales to measure student

expectations of, and experience

with, the campus, including;

Practical orientation

. Community

Sensitivity to values and

esthetics

Propriety

Scholarship

Campus morale

Quality of teaching

Multi-item instrument intended

to help learn about experiences,

attitudes and perceptions of

students. Can be adaped for

administration to entering

freshmen

Nationally administered and

normed teat of incoming fresh-

men. Over 100 questions-r

demographics, goals, reasons

far choice of college, intended

major, attitudes toward social

issues

Inquiry on the activities,

opinions and experience of

college students



Name of In ument or Batter- Institution Where evelopid or Published Description

8. Experience of College Questionnaire Strategies for Change and Knowledge

Utilization, Saratoga Springs, N.Y.

9. Bio-Data Sub-Group Profiles Auburn University

10. College Choide Information Naqonal Center for Higher Education

tanglement Systems, Boulder, Colo.

11. College Experience Questionnaire Institute for Behavioral Research

University of Georgia

Instrument asks for informs=

Lion about reriences and

activities of students

Twenty-four scales yieldin

dimensions including:

Academic achievement

Tolerance for ambiguity

Tough-mindedness

Extroversion (Eysenck's

Goals

Authoritarianism

Maladjustment

Questionnaire intended for

students and parents to

determine the kinds of in-

formation needed and used to

decide on choice of .college.

Twenty-six variables, including

GPA, SAT-Q, SAT-V

i Radicalism

Tendermindedness

Direct F

Reverse F

Social Desirability (Crowne

Marlowe)

Externalization (Rotten I-E)

Cognitive values

Social, religious conformity

Economic values

Physical goals

(cont'd,)



Name of Instrument or Batter Institution Where Developed or Published rDcriptn

Short-term goals'.

Long-termloals'

Posi4ve emotionality.

Negative emotionality,

Inhibition I

Exposure

Integrative complexity

Conceptual complexity ot

HiersiUical simplicity

Extraversion (Maudsley

Inventory)

Neuroticism (Maudsley

Inventory)

(For approach and dis-

cussion, see William

Owens in Runnette (ed.)

Handbook...)

12. Happiness, Development & Goal University of Rochester (author Three instruments in ques-

Questionnaire now at Vassar) , tionnaire

Level of happiness- -

ten items

Inventory of Psychosocial

Development--60 items

using Erickson theory

Perceived Instrumentality

of the College--14 items

13. Student Outcomes Questionnaires National Center for Higher Education

Management Systems, Boulder, Colo.

Four questionnaires, including

Entering Student Question-

naire

Nonreturning Student Ques-

tionnaire

Graduating Student Ques-

tionnaire

Recent Alumni Questfonnaire



Name of instrument or Batter -institution Where Develdped or Published Description

14. Institutional Functioning Inventory Educational Testing Service

15Anstitutional Goals Inven y Educational Testing Service

16. College Student Questionnaire Educational ['eating Service

Part

Eipven scales which can be

wild to test the image of the/

campus to outsiders and to

compare it with perceptions

of those on campus. Scales

include: freedom, diver-

sity, concern for advancing

knowledge, innovation, etc.

Ninety goal statements to be

answered in terms of His"

(describing the institution)

or "should be" (as it ought

to be). Can be used for en-

tering students. Sub-scales

include: academic develnp-

ment, intellectual orientation,

individual personal develop-

ment, humanism/altruism, etc.

Four sections of questionnaire,

to entering freshmen: demo

graphics, educational experi-

ence and motivation, family

background, home life style,

travel experience, attitudes

(including religious instruc-

tional preferences, cultural

sophistication). Results in

seven scales including: moti-

vation for grades, family

dependence, liberalism, etc.



Name o_ Instrument or Battery InstitutionWhexe Developed or Published Description

17. Student Reaction to College Educational Testing Service

Questionnaire

18. Higher Education Measurement and Center for the Study of Evaluation,

Evaluation Kit University of California,

Los Angeles

One hundred fifty-seven items

measure student reactions in

nine categories: instruction,

studying, faculty' and staff

contact with students; student

goals and planning, registra-

tion and class scheduling,

other administrative problems,

student activities, financial

problems, housing and trans-

portation. Intended orimarily

for enrolled community college

students, canm be adapted for

4-year college

A package of short-form tents

,) aimed at assessing four aspects

of student development, progress

and attainment and four aspects

of the educational process and

context:

Interest and involvement in

social

Educational objectives--

progress toward

Informal viewpoints on

major social issues

Knowledge of social trends

The college environment

Styles of learning

Reactions to the education

experience

The student body



Name of Instrument or Batter

19, American College Testing Service

20. Cycles Surveys

21. Study of Images

Institution Were Develo ed or Published Description

Iowa City, Iowa

Hampshire College, Massachusetts

University of Southern California

(ibthor now at University of Miami)

A complete program of testing

for academic readiness, voca-

tional interests, other alti-

tudes. Nationally normed

A set of quality of student

life indicators. Fifty

questions measuring aspects

of intellectual, social and

physical environment.

Thirteen factor scores

Questionnaire inquiring about

image of campus to entering

freshmen. Particularly useful

to yield specific reasons for

choice f specific college



PLACEMENT GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING INSTRUMENTS OR TESTING PROGRAMS (G)

Nam of Instrument or Battery Institution Where Developed or Published Description

Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory Psychological Corporation

College Qualification Tests Nye ogical Corporation

Differential Aptitude Tests Psychological Corporation

(t)

Single sex occupational in-

terest inventory, classifying.

occupations into six types

Realistic

Investigative,

Artistic

Social

Enterprising

Conventional

Multi =purpose batteiy for

admission, placement and

guidance. Includes tests of

verbal and numerical skills

and general information (mew-

suring breadth of background)

Battery of tests of relative

strengths

Verbal reasoning

Numerical ability

Abstract reasoning

Space relations

Mechanical reasoning

Clerical speed and

accuracy

Language UH410

Useful In deciding which courses

students are most likely to

motit honk- Testa are

available separately



of 3netruaent.or Batten' Institution Where Developed or Published

iry Test

p

tonal Skills Tists f

'ord test of Academic Skills
L.

,Ilychological Corp on ,

CTB Graw Hill

Harcourt Brace avanov h

Assessment Program College and University Programs,

Educational Testida Service

Basic Learning,Examination

,E)

tinge Vocablary Test

Reading Test

Psychological Corporation.

Psychological Corporation

Psychelo

134- ion

Idtelli enee test _

measure ability to deal

ideas or concept

Tests to measde lOnglish and

Mathematic) Oqe-
freshmen. Developed initiallit

to aid curti.plumdivelopmen

in opendoiolleaes

Test battery measuring h.__c

skills of reading, English

and mathematics

Forty.eigh

measuring

.M and !Ate

subject mat

eral

examinattbhe

ademic abili

ent in speci

erliej.da

_our sub tests_lnclude voce

lary, rmading, ap011ingj,

metic omPut4titi, n ptpbl

solvima

One hodrea item

test Kr

#

Adtess-readin

skills



-f Instruipt or ktiirt

11, imsleur Midern Foreign Language

Proficiency Tuts

12. School and Col Ability Tests

(SCAT)

tution Where Developed or Published Description

1.4ychological Corporation

a i

Cooperative Tests and Services,

Educational Testing Service

13. Self - Assessment and Collie Selection El Centro Self-Assesoment Laborat

Dallas, Texas

14. Achievethent/Placement Test American Chemical Society

A

y

festing proficiency in French,

Spanish, German

Verbal and mathematital tests

designed for advanced placement

or remediation assessment.

Sometimes vocational guidance.

Nelson-Denny Reading Compre-

hension

Gra var Usge (from D.A.Ts)

Institutionally deslped math

test

Attitudes, likes and diilikes

Tests for subject-matter

competency in a number of

sub-fields (e.g., biochemistry,

inorganic chemistry). Note:

other professional associa-

tions have developed similar

instruments



DIA10 TIC TESILRA+A AND PERSONAL PROBLEMS (D)

1. College Inventory of Academie

Adjustment

2 Mooney Problem Check Lists

o

Institution Where Dev lo d or P bli h d

1

Consulting Psychologist Press

e

Psychological Corporation

Ninety-i 'insuring

aspects djustment to

six area ccAlege life:

curriculum, life go4 achieve-

ment, personal effidncy,

study skills and practices,

mental health4 interpersonal

relations. Used usualy, to

find source of undergraduate

underachievement (independent

of scholastic aptitude), but

can be adapted for 'predictive

use for entertrg.freshmen

4.

Test to identify persons

with problems and to increase

teacher, understanding of stn...

dents. Prepare students for

counseling interviews



1. Survey oi Study Habits and

Attituis

Institu ion Where _Developed or Published 401gtinlan

Psychologttal Corporation

2. drnell Learning and Study Skills Psychologists and Educators, Inc.

Inventory

College Adjustment and Study Skills

Inventory

udy Attitudes and Methods Survey

Media Habits Survey

L1

Personal Growth Press,. Inc.

Seven scores including

Delay avoidance

Work methods

Study habits.

Teacher approviI

Education acceptance

Sdy'attitudee

Study orientation

Fifty-seven quest one

collapie into si cores; 4°

time distribution; attitude

and personal adjustment;

reading and class parti-

cipation; taking notes;

taking examinations;

total

Educational and Inddstrial Testing Measure- x aspeitSof,under-

'Services graduate attitudePand study

methods:

Academi, interests

Aca rive

St iy # ode

Stu_ xiety

leap tionepsychineout")

Aliena_ onoWard authority

Willem Paterson College 'Survey students to detelaipe

habits of exposure to 4

4 ledia'and specific pr

within the media



4

VPC DATA gjAigtiollAIRETS (W)

N of I strtL-ent or
ty

ii Undergraduate Registrat n Card

Abrasions Application

Self-Evaluation Health Form

4

Housing Request Form

High School Grade Transcripts

6. Scholastic Aptitude Tests

4

lrmtitaiblided . Dwription

William Paterson College

William Paterson Collar- 4

WillIam Paterson College

William Paterson College

William Paterson Co

William Patiteon College

cn

Collects tormation from

entering freshmen on birth

date, sex, address, expected

major, race, home address

Collects information on high

school activities, expected

major, kirth date, Este of

high school graduation,

veteran status, transfer

status
4(

Physical Illness record.

Immunizations

Request for dormitory space

Record of academic achievement

Measure of achievement; pre-

dictor of academic success

in college



OTHER RELAT

APPENDIX B

AtTIVITIES AND RESOURCES

ApjlaigingAukip2A; Dr, Richard Stiggins islroject director under i grant from the Fund for the Improvement

of Postiecondery Education. Conducting a two-year study at two colleges in Michigan. During the first year, faculty

at Michigan State and McComb College we : taught.how to' use data, about students' Cognitive learning, A gun-

)/tionnere was developee Ind edentate- d both te,students and faculOossuring 35-40 aspects of the teaching -lea sing

process; learning style dtmensionsolability measures, social orientations, and interpersonal skills. The inetrdenk'

%Ilk need the ceimitinikple theory of Dr. beeph Hill of Oakland Community College' ltiggini reports that thip

it work -on correlating pre =test data with outcomes of experipental and control groups.

St !Otereburgcolponity tolige: Dr. Roseesty A ions has been teaching nursing faculty how to use the Within theory of

field dependence/independence and theyers-Briggs. She clustits student, into A i B modules depending ion teat scores,

than develop' upproptiate curfieulum. ound the Hill instrument had too'leny variables; is developing Own *mit
with both cognitive and afctive variab es. One observed output to date: clustering nyros melding to:cognitive.

styles in clinical programs proves itas e fective. Clinical-type mime Apparently Should be structured to monocle&

a diversity of student types. ImpLcatio are perhaps that for large lecture clesse4cluatering of students would be

beneficial, while for small group dtscussi nil it would not.

Ikalatellaglime: Dr, Barbara Garrett, tma is an open-door college. Students sign up for any courses they desire,

then are referred to Counseling Center (Stu ent Developmental Services Centel) where they are given a battery of tests

including Wechler, Wide-Range Achievement, CATT-B, Strong. Pimaiuses the Guidance Information System for career plan-

ning, The is an on7line computer arrangement with an organization called TIME - SHARE West Hartford, Connecticut),

Students are invited but not required to report their scores on various tests administered by the American College

Testing Service. ACT offers regional training programs 'to faculty and others f6 how to use student data. For example,

a tmoqay workshop uses "Mid-State," a computer simulltion model.
,41

ivsborodibittala!qpilat: Dr. Lynn Tryoka, conseltaat for the College Entrance Examination Board, is chairing a

committee on revision of the College Level'Examination Program. Current interests lie in relating examination scores

for placement with other measures, such are SAT.

award CommunitiCollege: Dean Robert Levene with Al Mizell uses the Myers-Briggs as diagnostic 6 create four groups.

Also administered-to faculty, a faculty-student,"match"is then created,

AniversityitiiiFonsin, Creen Bay: Dr. Eugene L. Hartley is Dean of Deveopment, A new departmental structu has been

worked out oriented toward human ecology. Fresften Are tested using the Joseph-Hills instrument (Oak -unity

Colleg Data are used Cltarious,parts of the campus for decision making.



eingillaN41 Dr. James Wink bee worked with various departienteto d crIterio i tests for plicsemnt.

Tote are not atiosilly [mad, but they are good predictive instruments. Penn to his been testing enteritis itu-

dents since 1956, but dons not sdminieter the ACE Student Information Fora.
)

100101(College: Dr Joseph Tinin, Director of Counseling, hat dittoed i computer-baled instant data redo MI
dolga& to suimarite and profile student self -abases mene,dsta. "Encounter With Esitfiteldn "eummirixesitudentltoo-

graphic information, educational background, self-asseiiment of educational skills and career' goals. The data can be

eeel trans erred to faculty for locating students indicating an interest in their careers ield end to provide pro-

AS

fil acted groups tudenti 44.0 specific career Wore, indieidoel elielostials groupie's, ate.)"

g.g.LjLLColleeklandCom: ,C. Bruce Martin, Director of Academic and Management Information Systems bindles the edible-

trition of a nitive Style Testiattery which was designed by Dr. Joseph Hill, now president of the College. The data

from the bait re integrated in en extensive data prOcessing system. Test, are completed using Owen scoring shoots.

Data users have ccens to on-line systems for imdiate intonation about students or groups-of students,

11 Centro College: W.I. Fowler. El Centro has come up with a "Self-Assessment and Course Selection" laboratory which

administered to alllincoming freshmen by the counseling staff. It consists of 4 number of standard tests plus a special,

locally derigned test folder which is filled out by the student and then reviewed by the counselor. Flow charts help

both etudint and counselor chart the appropriate curriculum.

Educe ion Dr. Jim F. Reed. ,

"...the Texas Educe ion Agency contracted wish Tarrant County Junior College for

the development of a postsecondary student follow-up management information system." The Student Information System,

built around the concept of an educational management information system, is divided into seven sub-systems, each with.

its own instruments and methods' of processing." Uses fourteen queitionnaires designed to use data from graduates and

dropouts for curricular And Instructional improvement?,
os

I

Universit- of Nebraska-Lincoln: Dr. Gene Trani under a FIPSE gr nt has dIveloped a hree-credit course on learning analysis.

It consists of three weeks offered by educational psycholog s dealing with cognitive skills followed by four threvieek

modules of style demonstrations. Student then answers a questionnaire which 0 8 him or her determine which instruc.

tionsl styli is poet effective.

1 1,



Appendix C

New-Jersey Colleges Participating
in the Cooperative Institutional
ReSearch'Program of the American
Council on Education and UCLA

Atlantic Community College
Bergen Community College
Bloomfield College
Centenary College for Women
Pairleigh Dickinson University
Glassboro State College
Middlesex County College
Montclair State College
Newark College of Engineering
Princeton University
Ramapo College
.Rensselair Polytechnic Institute
Rider College
Rutgers - Camden (beginning 1977)

- Newark (beginning 1977)
Seton aall University
Trenton State College
Upsala College

For reference, the following New Jersey college participate the testing service

of the American College Testing Program:

Burlington County College
Camden County College
Gloucester County College
Middiisex County College
Ocean County College

4



Snyder, Benson

Bell, Daniel

.Appendix D
ed List of Woks on he S bject of Student Gro

and Development an Curricular' Change'

Chigkering, Arthur

ChLckering, Arthur

Katz, Joseph

The dden Curriculum

The Reforming of/General Education

Education and. Identity

Commuting Versus Resident _Stunas_

No- Time_ For Youth

Mann Richard Tha Colic

Axelrod, Joseph

,Becker, Howard

Heath, Douglas

Sanford, Nevitt

Classroom

The Univer54y Teac_er As Artist

Hakim the Grade

Growing_.Up in College_

Where Colleges Fail,

Hazen Foundation The Student in Higher Education

h

Braver, Florence Perspectives on_Personality DOvelo men: in' Cale e

Students

Trent, James &
Leland Medsker

'Leaning, Oscar

Ericks*, Stanford

K. Patricia Cross

Bolton, Charles &
Kenneth.Kammoyer

Gaff, Jerry et.al.

Feldman, Kenneth &
Theodore Nevcomb

Freedman, Mervin

Muscutine, Charles

Beyond High School

"Improving Educational Qutcomes ",-'New Directions
Higher Education, Winter, 1976

4

Motivation for Learning

Accent on Learning

The University Student

Colle a Professors and Their Im ac on Students

The Im act of Calle e on Students

The College perience

Education At Berp_ley


